Essential Question: As Reconstruction ended, what were some of the hurdles African Americans faced as the South attempted to rebuild?

Main Idea 1:
Reconstruction governments helped reform the South.

- ________________ controlled most ________________ governments but were _________ with white ________________.
  - Northern-born ________________ who moved ________________ after the war were called ________________.
  - White ________________ Republicans were called ________________.
- ________________ ________________ was first African American in U.S. ________________
- Reconstruction state ________________ provided ________________ for many new ________________.
  - Helped establish public ________________; built ________________; passed ________________ against ________________; constructed ________________ and ________________.

Main Idea 2:
The Ku Klux Klan was organized as African Americans moved into positions of power.

Ku Klux Klan

- Created by ________________ of white ________________ in ________________ in 1866
- The increased ________________ support of African American civil ________________ led to the ________________ of the Ku Klux Klan.
- Secret society ________________ to civil ________________, particularly ________________, for African Americans
  - They used ________________ and ________________ against African Americans to ________________ them from ________________.
  - Local ________________ did little to ________________ the ________________.
  - Congress passed ________________ that made it a ________________ crime to ________________ with ________________ or to deny ________________ equal ________________ under the ________________.

Main Idea 3:
As Reconstruction ended, the rights of African Americans were restricted.

- In 1872, ________________ occurred in the southern ________________ governments that brought about the ________________ of many ________________ reforms.
- Democrats then ________________ control of ________________ in the ________________, and were called ________________ by southerners.
- Republicans were ________________ power in ________________ states and in the ________________, and were being ________________ for the severe ________________ downturn called the ________________ ________________
- The close ________________ of 1876 appeared to have been ________________ by Democrat ________________ but was ________________ by ________________ of Republican ________________ ________________.
- The ________________ ________________ gave the election to ________________, while agreeing to ________________ request to remove ________________ troops from the ________________.
- It helped end ________________ and required the ________________ of federal ________________ from the ________________.
Rights of African Americans were restricted.

Redeemer Governments

- They set up the ___________ tax, which prevented African Americans to ___________ a ___________ before ___________.
- Introduced legal ___________, the forced ___________ of whites and African Americans in ___________ places, through ___________ ___________ laws
- ___________ ___________ laws were laws that ___________ the ___________ of the ___________.

Supreme Court

- Ruled that ___________ ___________ was ___________.
- ___________ ___________ ruled that ___________ was ___________ if “separate-but-___________” facilities were provided.

Sharecropping

- Few African Americans could ___________ to ___________ or rent ___________.
- Became part of ___________ system, ___________ labor to ___________-owners and ___________ their ___________ with them
- Most ___________ lived in a ___________ of ___________, first buying ___________ on ___________ and then ___________ to make much ___________ selling their ___________.

Main Idea 4:
Southern business leaders relied on industry to rebuild the South.

- The southern ___________ suffered ___________ of good and bad ___________, as ___________ prices went up and down
- Business leaders hoped ___________ would ___________ the southern ___________ and create a New ___________
- The most ___________ industrial ___________ was ___________ mills.
  - Work ___________ to rural ___________
  - African Americans not ___________ to work in ___________
  - Long ___________, dangerous ___________ conditions, low ___________